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Abstract. We discuss the interaction between the magnetosphere of a young star and its surrounding
accretion disk. We consider how an X-wind can be driven magnetocentrifugally from the inner edge
of the disk where accreting gas is diverted onto stellar field lines either to flow onto the Sun or to be
flung outwards with the wind. The X-wind satisfies many observational tests concerning optical jets,
Herbig-Haro objects, and molecular outflows. Connections may exist between primitive solar system
materials and X-winds. Chondrules and calcium-aluminum-rich inclusions (CAIs) experienced short
melting events uncharacteristic of the asteroid belt where meteorites originate. The inner edge of the
solar nebula has the shortest orbital timescale available to the system, a few days. Protosolar flares
introduce another timescale, tens of minutes to hours. CAIs may form when solids are lifted from
shaded portions of the disk close to the Sun and are exposed to its intense light for a day or so before
they are flung by the X-wind to much larger distances. Chondrules were melted, perhaps many times,
by flares at larger distances from the Sun before being launched and annealed, but not remelted, in
the X-wind. Aerodynamic sorting explains the narrow range of sizes with which CAIs and chon-
drules are found in chondritic meteorites. Flare-generated cosmic-rays may induce spallation reactions
that produce some of the short-lived radioactivities associated with primitive solar system rocks.
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1. Introduction

Together with comets, chondritic meteorites are among the most primitive mater-
ial in the solar system. They contain spherically shaped particles, chondrules and
refractory inclusions (CAIs), indicating that they solidified from a molten state,
juxtaposed with matrix material that never experienced high temperatures. Such a
mixture cannot be naturally explained by formation near the location of the parent
bodies of meteorites in the asteroid belt. The high abundance of igneous rocks in
chondritic meteorites implies that large reservoirs of material in the early solar
system experienced efficient thermal processing. We propose that chondritic me-
teorites arise as a byproduct of the most energetic phase of protostellar evolution,
through gas-solid coupling during bipolar outflows.

During the formation of a sunlike star, a wind can emerge from the innermost
part of a rapidly rotating circumstellar disk that interacts with the strong magnetic
field of the central star (Shuet al., 1994a; 1994b; Shang and Shu, 1999). This wind
collimates to a jet and drives a bipolar molecular outflow in the surrounding gas
(Shuet al., 1995). The rotating, outwardly blowing, gas flings solids like stones
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from a sling out of the cool disk. Rocks lifted from the shaded disk close to the
Sun by the wind are exposed to full sunlight for a day or so, melting and reso-
lidifying to become CAIs (Shuet al., 1996). Rocks farther from the Sun are heated
less intensely by sunlight when lifted by the X-wind, but they may have become
chondrule-like in previous melting episodes when bombarded and heated by proto-
solar flares (Shuet al., 1997; Leeet al., 1998). Mm- to cm-sized objects fall back
to the disk at interplanetary distances, where they accumulate along with the ambi-
ent cold dust in the solar nebula to form larger solid objects that are the parent bod-
ies of chondritic meteorites. Smaller particles are carried to interstellar space, while
larger ones fall out of the X-wind close to the launch radius and are eventually
swept into the Sun by the general accretion flow in the disk. By such processes
planetesimals can accumulate largely from igneous rocks of narrow size range, in
contrast to conventional scenarios which predict that they should be made mostly
from amorphous loosely aggregated solids (e. g., Weidenschilling and Cuzzi, 1993).

The plan of this article is as follows. We first review the observations of jets and
outflows from low-mass young stellar objects (YSOs) to establish the basic astro-
physical context. We then discuss the X-wind theory that has been developed by our
group to explain these observations. We finally consider the implications of this pic-
ture for solids that are exposed to the energetic environment associated with X-winds
and show that they provide a natural and simple explanation for many of the puzzles
long attached to the existence of CAIs and chondrules in chondritic meteorites.

2. Winds, Jets and Bipolar Outflows

The discovery of energetic jets (Bok, 1978; Cudworth and Herbig, 1979) and bipo-
lar molecular outflows (Snellet al., 1980; Rodríguezet al., 1980) from YSOs
marks an important breakthrough in astronomers’ understanding of the evolution
of low-mass stars. The frequent association of jets and outflows with young stars
suggests that all YSOs go through a period of heavy mass loss before reaching
the main sequence (Bally and Lada, 1983; Cabrit and Bertout, 1992; Edwards and
Snell, 1982; Fukuiet al., 1993; Lada, 1985; Margulis and Lada, 1985).

Observations of the outflow phenomena cover a wide range of wavelengths,
from the ultraviolet to the radio, and involve ionized, atomic and molecular gas in
various excitation states. Molecular outflows are usually traced by CO molecules
as bipolar lobes of gas containing both fast moving and swept-up material. The
morphology suggests that an underlying wind drives the outflow. Shock-excited
nebulosities, the Herbig-Haro (HH) objects discovered independently by Herbig
(1950; 1951) and Haro (1952; 1953), demarcate the brightest portions of optical
jets that sometimes lie along the central axis of the cavities of the bipolar lobes.

Jets observed with the Hubble Space Telescope (HST) display high degrees of
collimation. Their HH objects emit in permitted transitions of atomic hydrogen, as
a recombination cascade from ionized states, and in forbidden transitions of [OI],
[NII], and [SII], which are species whose low-lying electronic levels are easily
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excited by collisional impact with thermal electrons. Cudworth and Herbig (1979)
first established that HH objects have large proper motions by showing that HH 28
and HH 29 in the dark cloud L1551 move across the sky at speeds of∼150 km/s
along trajectories that trace back to an embedded infrared source IRS 5 discovered
by Stromet al. (1974). Somewhat larger values, 200–300 km/s, are now known to
typify the space velocities of most YSO jets.

CO linewidths of the order of 10 km/s in the L1551 region had been found
earlier (Knappet al., 1976), and Stromet al. (1974) deemed such linewidths too
large to be due to gravitational collapse, suggesting instead that a powerful stellar
wind might generate the disturbance. Snellet al. (1980) mapped the CO emission
in L1551 region and found the high-velocity CO to form bipolar lobes moving in
opposite directions from IRS 5. They proposed that a bipolar stellar wind of 100–
200 km/s from IRS 5, as tracked by HH 28/29, is sweeping up ambient molecular
cloud gas into two thin shells that move in opposite directions at±15 km/s before
projection along our line of sight. Later observations showed that the two HH ob-
jects are simply the most prominent knots of optical emission in a more continuous
flow of the part of the jet that points out of the cloud toward us (Mundt and Fried,
1983; Reipurth, 1989). Further mapping of the thermal free-free emission at radio
wavelengths, which does not suffer extinction by interstellar dust, showed ionized
gas in the form of a smaller two-sided jet centered on IRS 5 (Bieginget al., 1984).

What drives molecular outflows? Do jets operate alone? If we count only the
ionized component of YSO jets, they contain insufficent momentum to drive the sur-
roundingCO gas. Moreover, molecular outflows are typically far less well collimated
than optical and radio jets. These deficiencies motivated Lizanoet al. (1988), Gio-
vanardiet al. (1992), Rodríguezet al. (1990), and Ruizet al. (1992) to look for a
neutral component to the winds from YSOs that drive molecular outflows. They suc-
ceeded in finding such neutral winds in the form of very broad line wings extending
to 100 km/s and larger in the emission of the 21 cm line of atomic hydrogen toward
the sources HH 7-11, L1551, and T Tau. The deduced mass loss rates of 10−6 to 10−5

M� yr−1 are comparable to the inferred accretion and infall rates of these young
stars (Shuet al., 1987). Although atomic hydrogen winds have only been directly
observed in a few sources because of sensitivity difficulties in making the measure-
ments, all astronomers now believe that YSO winds and jets are only lightly ionized,
with the bulk of the momentum flux being carried in a neutral component. It is still
controversial whether the atomic hydrogen is dissociated gas from ambient mole-
cular hydrogen entrained by the jet or part of a wide-angle wind that accompanies
a narrow core that appears as the optical jet. Our group prefers the latter asso-
ciation because it is difficult otherwise to understand how narrow jets can drive
rather poorly collimated molecular outflows. Indeed, many images show non-pre-
cessing optical jets emerging along the central axes of biconical reflection nebulae
(HH 34, Bührkeet al., 1988; 1548C27, Mundtet al., 1984; Z CMa, Poetzelet al.,
1989; L1551 IRS 5, Stockeet al., 1988) and the cavities of these biconical nebulae
are too wide to be simply explained by anything other than a wide-angle wind.
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2.1. DIFFERENT CLASSES OFTHEORETICAL MODELS

All viable methods of driving YSO winds postulate a combination of rapid rotation
and strong magnetic fields. Two classes of models involving hydromagnetic accel-
eration in centrifugally supported disks are currently popular. They differ in the
origin of the magnetic field, and in whether the region of disk that feeds the wind
spans a broad or narrow range of radii. The first class of models invokes large-scale
magnetic fields, perhaps dragged in from the interstellar medium as part of the
star-formation process, threading through extended regions of a disk undergoing
Keplerian rotation (see the review of Königl and Pudritz, 2000). Such models are
known generically as “disk winds,” and their roots trace back to the seminal work of
Blandford (1976) and Lovelace (1976). The second class of models invokes the
strong magnetic field of the central star to truncate an electrically conducting accre-
tion disk and to drive magnetocentrifugally both an outwardly flowing wind and an
inwardly flowing funnel flow from a narrow zone (the X-region) near the disk’s in-
ner edge (see the review of Shuet al., 2000). Such models are known as “X-winds,”
and their roots trace back to the seminal work of Mestel (1968) and Ghosh and Lamb
(1979ab). X-winds arise from a narrow region aroundRX ∼0.04 AU (cf. Sect. 3.1),
whereas disk wind models cover a large range of radii from∼0.04–100 AU. Only
the X-wind processes enough rocky material at high temperatures and rapid time-
scales to provide a viable mechanism for making CAIs and chondrules; conse-
quently, we focus on X-winds for the discussion of this article.

3. Star-Disk Interaction

In the X-wind model, the combination of strong magnetic fields and rapid rotation
of the young star-disk system acts as an “eggbeater” to whip out part of the mater-
ial from the surrounding disk while allowing the rest to sink deeper in the bowl
of the gravitational potential well (an analogy suggested by G. Basri, personal
communication). X-winds emerge from a narrow range of radii comparable to
the vertical scale height near the inner edge of the disk (Shuet al., 1994a), and
they subsequently expand to become a space-filling wide-angle wind, whose high-
density central core has the appearance of a well-collimated optical jet (Shuet al.,
1995; Shanget al., 1998).

3.1. THE X-GEOMETRY

When a young star’s magnetosphere interacts with its adjoining accretion disk,
the gaseous disk will be truncated by the magnetic field at a radiusRt given by
dimensional argument as

Rt = αt

(
µ4∗

GM∗Ṁ2
D

)1/7

, (1)

constructed with the gravitational constantG, mass of the starM∗, disk accretion
rateṀD, magnetic dipole moment of the starµ∗, and a coefficientαt of order unity
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to be discussed later. It is further convenient to define a radiusRX where the natural
Keplerian angular velocity of the disk,

�X =
√
GM∗
R3

X

(2)

equals the angular velocity of the star�∗. The effective potential (centrifugal plus
gravitational) associated with a frame of reference that rotates at�X is

Veff = − GM∗
($ 2+ z2)1/2

− 1

2
�2

X$
2+ 3

2
�2

XR
2
X. (3)

In this paper, we shall use($, φ, z) to denote cylindrical coordinates, and(r, θ, φ)
to denote spherical polar coordinates, both of which have origins at the center of
the star. The arbitrary constant in the definition of potentials has been chosen for
convenience to make Veff = 0 at the X-point:$ = RX andz = 0. From Eqs. 2 and
3, we can show that the effective gravitational field also vanishes at the X-point,
i. e., −∇Veff = 0 at$ = Rx andz = 0. In fact, the X-point lies at a saddle of the
effective potential,i. e., at$ = Rx andz = 0 we have

∂2Veff

∂$ 2
< 0,

∂2Veff

∂z2
> 0.

Consequently, a contour plot of Veff demonstrates that the critical equipotential sur-
faces intersect in an X-configuration at$=RX andz=0, which gives the X-point
and the X-wind their names (Shuet al., 1994b). In the meridional plane($, z), both
the left and right sides of X make a 60◦ angle with the upper and lower surfaces of a
flat horizontal disk (see Fig. 1, which shows the upper part of the X). The outer bran-
ches of the X turn asymptotically parallel to the z-axis at a distance$ = 31/2RX.
The inner branches intersect with the z-axis at a distancez = ±(2/3)RX and wrap
around the star to reintercept the disk at the X-point on the other side. The gravi-
tational potential dominates to the left (funnel zone) and the centrifugal potential
dominates to the right (wind zone); in these two sectors, Veff becomes more negative
and the material can flow “downhill” toward or away from the star. The top and bot-
tom sectors of the X form the “uphill” directions of the saddle of the effective po-
tential, and material from the disk cannot freely flow into these regions (dead zone).

By definition, magnetic fields are not strong enough to truncate the disk untilRt.
The weaker field lines which would otherwise be threading through the disk outside
of Rt are swept in by the accretion flow to get trapped there in a small fractional
neighborhoodε of Rt (see below), building up strength until they can resist further
compaction by the incoming disk accretion. IfRt is initially larger thanRX, then
�t < �X ≡ �∗, and, given enough time, field lines connecting the star and the disk
will slow down the angular rotation rate of the star and bringRX outward to equal
Rt within orderε. If Rt is initially smaller thanRX, then�t > �X ≡ �∗, and, given
enough time, field lines connecting the star and disk will speed up the angular ro-
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Figure 1.Schematic picture of
the steady-state X-wind with
closed dead zone (from Shuet
al., 1995).

tation of the star and bringRX inward to equalRt within order ε. In other words, in
quasi-steady-state, we expect the star to corotate with the inner edge of the gaseous
accretion disk; otherwise the field lines would suffer continuous wrapping into trail-
ing or leading spirals whose back reaction on the system would cure the difficulty.

We now try to understand why field lines connecting the star and disk are
trapped in a small region (X-region) of fractional sizeε near the edge of the disk
Rt = RX. In the inner portion of the X-region, the gas is forced by the strong
magnetic fields to rotate slightly slower than its natural Keplerian rate; thus, this
gas loses angular momentum and falls in a funnel flow toward the star (Ostriker
and Shu, 1995). In the outer portion of the small X-region, the gas is forced by the
strong magnetic field to rotate slightly faster than its natural Keplerian rate; thus,
this gas gains angular momentum and is flung outwards in a magnetocentrifugally
driven wind. The back reaction on the gas remaining in the X-region – which re-
quires loss of angular momentum in the outer parts and gain of angular momentum
in the inner parts – is to pinch the gas and the fields to which they are approximately
tied on both sides toward the middle. This pinch is what leads to the geometry of
trapped flux that is displayed in Figs. 2 and 3.

The quantityε equals the ratio of the isothermal sound speedaX to the orbital
velocity Rx�x at the X-point; it has a typical value, 0.03, which is quite small
compared to unity (Shuet al., 1994a). To derive this result, notice that gravity and
centrifugal acceleration balance exactly atRX. The X-region is defined by a size
where magnetic fields are strong enough to enforce uniform rotation at angular
speed�X and give gas excess speeds or deficits relative to Keplerian that are of the
order of the sound speedaX. When the gas is within a small radial distance1$ ,
positive or negative, fromRx, the excess or deficit of centrifugal acceleration is of
order�2

X1$ . Within a sound crossing time1$/aX, the excess acceleration can
yield differential fluid speeds∼ aX if

(�2
X1$)(1$/aX) ∼ aX . (4)
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Solving for1$ yields1$ ∼ ±(aX/�X), i. e.,

|1$ |
RX
∼ aX

RX�X
≡ ε, (5)

which shows that the width of the X-region is of orderεRX.

3.2. X-WIND, FUNNEL FLOW, AND THE DEAD ZONE

In steady state, the coefficient in the formula for the disk truncation radiusRt = RX

is given by a calculation by Ostriker and Shu (1995):

αt = 8−4/7
dx , (6)

where8dx is a nondimensional measure of the unperturbed dipole flux at the
X-point. In a model with closed dead zone field lines,8dx = 2β̄f 1/2, with the
symbolsβ̄ andf to be described below. It is convenient to nondimensionalize all
other quantities by using the units:

RX, �XRX, Ṁw/4πR
3
X�X, (�XṀw/RX)

1/2
, (7)

for length, velocity, density and magnetic field (Shuet al., 1994b). If we know the
input parameters: mass of the starM∗, radius of the starR∗, disk accretion rate
ṀD, and the magnetic dipole moment of the starµ∗, the theory predicts all other
numbers for comparisons with observations.

For magnetic fields strong enough to truncate the disk at an inner edge of radius
RX > R∗, a wind outflow and a funnel inflow are launched magnetocentrifugally
from the X-region. The mass loss rate in the windṀw and the mass accretion rate
onto the starṀ∗ are related to the disk accretion rateṀD by

Ṁw = f ṀD, Ṁ∗ = (1− f )ṀD, (8)

where

f = 1− τ − J̄∗
J̄w − J̄∗

, (9)

is determined by angular momentum balance in the X-region (Shuet al., 1994a;
Ostriker and Shu, 1995). Averaged over all streamlines,J̄w andJ̄∗ are the dimen-
sionless specific angular momenta carried by matter and field in the wind and the
funnel flow, respectively; andτ is the dimensionless viscous torque exerted on
the X-region by disk material external to it. If we assume that the near-uniform
rotation of the X-region makesτ ≈ 0, and if we assume that the net specific angular
momentum deposited into a small starJ̄∗ ≈ 0, we havef ≈ 1/J̄w. This formula
can be used to determine eitherf from J̄w or J̄w from f . We do the latter here.

The fractionf of the matter accreting in the disk that climbs onto stellar field
lines which lead to X-wind outflow versus the fraction (1−f ) that climbs onto stellar
field lines which lead to funnel inflow should be obtained, in principle, by a calcu-
lation of how lightly ionized gas in the X-region diffuses onto such field lines. Lack-
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ing such a detailed calculation, which is very complex (see the discussion in Shuet
al., 1994a), we may nevertheless make an educated guess. Field lines are tightly
bunched in the X-region, and matter slowly and turbulently accreting through the
disk probably has an equally good chance to attach to any third of the trapped
flux in the wind zone, dead zone, and funnel zone. However, gas that attaches to
the dead zone field lines have nowhere to go dynamically except to systematically
wander inwards to the funnel zone. This simple analysis suggests thatf ≈ 1/3 and
(1−f ) ≈ 2/3. Forf/(1−f ) ≈ 1/2, to make a slowly-rotating 1M� star requires
the X-wind to blow away 0.5M� of material that carries away the excess angular
momentum of inner disk accretion. The streamline-averaged terminal velocity of
such a wind equals(2J̄w − 3)1/2RX�X (see Eq. 18). The quantitȳJw ≈ 1/f ≈ 3;
therefore, we expect a wind terminal speed≈ √3 times the orbital speedRX�X

of the inner edge of the disk. Thus, X-winds are highly efficient in turning around
the mass infall of collapsing cloud cores. For each gram of matter accumulated by
a forming star, approximately half a gram is flung back out to molecular clouds at
200–300 km/s. X-winds are indeed powerful drivers of bipolar outflows!

The basic energy reservoir of the steady-state system is the gravitational poten-
tial energy of accreting matter, with viscous and magnetic torques acting merely
as intermediaries to tap into this reservoir (see Shuet al., 1995). When the funnel
stream impacts the star, dissipation of kinetic energy in the hot spots creates a
radiative luminosity:

Lhot = (1− f )GM∗ṀD

R∗

(
1+ R

3∗ sin2 θh

2R3
X

− 3R∗
2RX

)
, (10)

whereθh is the mean colatitude of the hot spot measured from the pole (Ostriker
and Shu, 1995). For a star of radiusR∗/RX = 0.25, the funnel flow strikes the
star surface at colatitudes 30◦ ≤ θ ≤ 37.8◦ (Ostriker and Shu, 1995). These hot
spots are sources of ultraviolet photons. ForR∗ � RX, the accretion luminosity
approaches the naive expression(1− f )GM∗ṀD/R∗, but whenθh moves to the
equator (θh = π/2) forRX → R∗, Lhot approaches zero.

In the corotating frame of�X = �∗, gas loads onto field lines in the X-region
and separates at the extremes into two flows, to be either funneled onto the star
at the hot spots or launched into an X-wind. The funnel flow occurs on distorted
dipole field lines that close above and below the equator of the star (see Fig. 2). The
wind flow occurs on field lines rooted in the midplane of the disk and open from
there to the interstellar medium. These are one-half of the closed dipole field lines
that once threaded from one hemisphere of the star through the disk and returned
back to the star in the other hemisphere, but they have since been opened by the
ram pressure of the X-wind (for a time-dependent simulation of this process, see
Hayashiet al., 1996). The other half of the dipole-like field have become open lines
with one end attached to the upper or lower hemisphere of the star and with the other
end stretched toward interstellar space (Ostriker and Shu, 1995). They eventually
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Figure 2. The poloidal
magnetic field configuration
resulting from an actual
self-consistent calculation
(Ostriker, Shang, and Shu,
unpublished) that imposes
approximate pressure balance
across the interfaces of the
funnel flow (dotted curves),
dead zone (solid curves),
and X-wind (dashed curves).
Also denoted by solid curves
are stellar field lines opened
by the X-wind (i. e., those
that connect at infinity to the
dashed lines in the X-wind)
and virtually unperturbed
dipole field lines that are
rooted in the star. Adapted
from Shuet al. (1999).

join with the X-wind field lines from the disk, but we refer to both as “opened”
field lines since the joining formally occurs at infinity in steady state models.

The middle portion of the magnetic flux trapped in the X-region contains dead-
zone field lines as shown in Fig. 2. These field lines are loaded only with coronal gas
heated by transient magnetic activity, and not with cool dense material originally
from the disk. The dead-zone field lines may be either open or closed, depending on
the level of activity in the corona relative to the strength of the magnetic field in the
dead zone.Figure2 illustrates a computed example where the dead zone fields are as-
sumed to be closed, maintaining pressure equilibrium with the first streamline of
the funnel flow and the last streamline of the X-wind. A bifurcation in the behavior
of field lines occurs on a separatrix. Below the separatrix, the surface that separates
regions with opposing magnetic fluxes, the X-wind abuts the dead zone, whereas
above the separatrix, the X-wind abuts opened stellar field lines that provide a hol-
low core (filled with coronal gas) to the X-wind. The interface below the separatrix
has poloidal field lines pointing all in the same direction, but the interface above
the separatrix forms a surface of reversed poloidal field called a helmet streamer in
solar physics. When the dead zone is closed and we ignore any fields unassociated
with the star originally, the X-wind contains an exactly equal amount (but opposite
in sign) of magnetic flux as the axially directed stellar field lines in the hollow core.
This must be true since the two sets of fields connect, line by line, at infinity.

When the dead zone is open, say, because of coronal mass ejections (CMEs), a
helmet streamer geometry develops for the dead zone itself (see Fig. 3). Equal and
opposite signs of the magnetic flux across the helmet streamer arise that correspond
to stellar field lines opened not by the X-wind, but by the coronal mass ejections.
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Figure 3.Schematic picture of the general X-wind with open dead zone.

The maximum hollow core occurs when all of the dead zone field lines are opened;
in this case, the hollow core contain equal contributions from stellar field lines
opened by the X-wind, stellar field lines opened by the CMEs, and disk field lines
in the dead zone opened by the same CMEs. The X-wind now contains one third
as many field lines as those in the hollow core filled with coronal gas.

In a time-dependent environment, we may envisage the X-wind outflow and
funnel inflow to occur against a backdrop where the dead zone fluctuates, at its ex-
tremes, between completely closed and completely open geometries. These changes
might occur in response to magnetic cycles such as those seen in the modern Sun.
Magnetic cycles may also underlie the phenomenon of “pulsed jets,” whereby
quasi-periodic variations of the jet speed or mass-loss-rate lead to bisymmetric
strings of HH objects spaced perhaps a decade or so apart. The inner edgeRX

will fluctuate about its equilibrium position in these circumstances (Shuet al.,
1997). During the low states of magnetic cycles, the accretion disk can intrude
farther inward into a weaker magnetosphere. The star has too much inertia to
increase its angular rotation rate to match�t on a decade-like timescale, so the
star and the funnel field lines attached to it will rotate slower than the inner edge
of the gaseous disk,�∗ < �t. These circumstances will aid the funnel flow, but a
reduced X-wind outflow can still occur as long as the disk’s inner edge continues
to contain trapped flux and rotates at Keplerian speeds. Indeed, reductions inf and
Rt will favor larger terminal velocities for the X-wind. In high magnetic states, the
stronger magnetosphere will pushRt to larger values, with the consequence that
the star will rotate faster than the inner edge of the accretion disk,�∗ > �t. These
circumstances will impede funnel flow, and the increases inf andRt will favor
lower terminal velocities of the X-wind.
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Consider now the effect of these fluctuations for magnetic flares. When field
lines have bifurcations of a Y shape, such as in a helmet streamer, a current sheet
extends from the crotch of the Y to infinity because of the oppositely directed
(poloidal) field lines on either side of the helmet streamer. A similar change of
magnetic topology exists at the base of the funnel flow, in the so-called “reconnec-
tion ring,” where dipole-like field lines from the star bifurcate in behavior between
making an excursion to be trapped in the x-region and crossing the midplane of the
system without making this back-and-forth excursion (Ostriker and Shu, 1995).
In a situation with nonzero electrical resistivity (i. e., nonideal MHD), the large
currents carried in the sheets of oppositely directed fields will dissipate, causing
the fields to reconnect and change their topology (to a more dipole-like configu-
ration). Empirically, in the case of the modern Sun, the reconnection events often
occur not with a slow and steady release of energy, but explosively, in tens of
minutes to hours. Recovery of the pre-flare configuration depends on the presence
of differential rotation to resume stressing the magnetic fields.

If low-mass protostars behave analogously to the modern Sun, we may expect
two kinds of flare events to arise when magnetic field configurations are kept in
a state of disequilibrium by differential fluid motions (Linker and Mikić, 1995):
Gradual flares, occurring on a timescale of hours to days, arise in coronal mass
ejections when differential rotation wraps up closed field lines, increasing the mag-
netic stresses until they blow open some of the offending closed field lines, in the
process, ejecting coronal matter via strong shockwaves. Impulsive flares, lasting
tens of minutes to hours, arise in magnetic reconnection events when oppositely
directed field lines created by other processes (e. g., CMEs or flux trapping in the X-
region) annihilate explosively, releasing copious magnetic energy that accelerates
ambient particles to cosmic-ray energies.

Astrophysical evidence that such events are present in young low-mass stars to
a much greater degree than the modern Sun include the spectral line profiles that
vary from night to night in T Tauri stars (TTSs), the ubiquity of X-ray flares in
TTSs and protostars lasting from tens of minutes to hours to days, and the afore-
mentioned quasi-periodicities on decades kind of timescales inferred for pulsed
YSO jets. Indeed, recent satellite measurements from ASCA show that the X-ray
emission from embedded protostars has a hard component that is missing or weaker
in classical TTSs (TTSs with accretion disks) and weak-lined TTSs (TTSs without
accretion disks). The X-ray emission becomes harder and stronger during flares,
consistent with our interpretation that an extra component to the usual coronal
activity associated with strong stellar magnetic fields is present when a vigorously
accreting disk is added to the problem (see the review of Glassgoldet al., 2000).

Because solids are imperfectly coupled to gas and may either drop out of the fun-
nel flow or drift slowly inward relative to rotating layer of gas, rocky material may
orbit in a flattened distribution interior to the inner edge of the gas disk (see Fig. 3).
Under plasma drag with a slowly rotating corona, this tongue of extruded dust may
keep spiraling closer to the Sun until the temperature reaches a high enough value
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to evaporate even the most refractory of solar system materials. This inference is
consistent with observations that suggest optically thick, YSO dust disks often come
within 0.5RX of their central stars (Meyeret al., 1997). Thus, the extruded tongue
of dust, unshielded by the usual complement of hydrogen and helium gas, consti-
tutes an attractive environment for making CAIs, when we consider the nuclear
reactions that can be induced by flare-generated cosmic-ray particles in the recon-
nection ring. Transport of this heated and irradiated material to interplanetary dis-
tances can occur if fluctuations in the launch point for X-winds causeRX to migrate
inwards to regions previously occupied by the protoCAIs and the reconnection
ring. In such a picture, it is tempting to try to make chondrules via impulsive flare-
heating at larger distances from the Sun and to fling such rocks out via the X-wind
before they have had a chance to enter very deeply into the reconnection ring.

4. X-wind as a Jet-Bearing Inner Disk Wind

The acceleration of the X-wind by transsonic flow in the X-region occurs by a
combination of gas pressure and magnetic forces. Past the sonic (or slow-MHD)
transition, magnetic forces continue to accelerate the X-wind from sub-Alfvénic
to super-Alfvénic and super-fast-MHD speeds. Provided the speeds reached at the
last transition-surface are larger than the escape speed from the system, the gas
will flow to the interstellar medium at some nonzero terminal velocity. Once the
gas begins to flow at hypersonic speeds, we may ignore the role of a finite sound
speed, and take the limitε → 0. Bernoulli’s equation (BE), which holds in the
corotating frame even for a magnetized medium, then implies

1

2
|u|2+ Veff = const along a streamline. (11)

The constant of integration may be evaluated to be zero (to orderε2) since|u| and
Veff both vanish at the X-point. At large distances, the asymptotic form of the above
equation becomes, in a nonrotating frame of reference,vw = (2Jg − 3)1/2RX�X,
wherevw is the terminal velocity of the wind andJg = $vϕ/R2

X�X is the di-
mensionless specific angular momentum of the gas. Since the total specific angular
momentum carried in the gasJg is less than the total specific angular momentum
carried by the gas and Maxwell torques,J = Jg + JB , the streamline-averaged
terminal velocity reached by the X-wind satisfiesv̄w ≤ (2J̄ − 3)1/2RX�X. It turns
out that the inequality applies for flows that fail to make a fast-MHD transition
(“breeze solutions”), while the equality applies for flows that do become super-
fast-MHD (“wind solutions”). The latter are the ones of interest to us, because
the partial differential equation (PDE) that breeze solutions satisfy is elliptic in
character out to infinity, and this requires an artificial imposition of outer boundary
conditions that nature probably cannot supply.

The full mathematical formulation of the X-wind is given by Shuet al.(1994b).
It contains a set of conservation laws coupled to a second-order PDE for the stream
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functionψ($, z), commonly known as the Grad-Shafranov equation (GSE). The
stream function is related to the fluid velocity in the meridional plane by

up = eϕ
$ρ
× ∇ψ. (12)

Loci of ψ =constant defines the streamlines in the($, z) plane and label, in a
certain nondimensionalization the fraction of the mass flux carried by the axisym-
metric flow after an integration over the azimuthal angleφ. Thus,ψ = 0 and
ψ = 1 define the lower and upper boundaries of the flow in the meridional plane.
Solving the GSE, which is a PDE of mixed elliptic and hyperbolic type for “wind
solutions,” is extremely difficult; but Najita and Shu (1994) did succeed in finding
good numerical solutions in the main acceleration region of the flow below the
Alfvén crossing.

Fortunately, the GSE can be solved analytically in two asymptotic regimes, near
to the x-point and far from it. Because of the smallness ofε, the flow emerges from
the x-point in the near regime as a fan of streamlines (Shuet al., 1994b):

ϑ(ψ) = π

3β̄

∫ ψ

0
β(ψ) dψ, with β̄ ≡

∫ 1

0
β(ψ) dψ, (13)

whereϑ is the angle with respect to the$ axis with vertex at the X-point,β(ψ) is
the ratio of magnetic field to mass flux (i. e., it describes how mass is loaded onto
field lines), andϑ = π/3 (i. e., 60◦) is the locus of theψ = 1 streamline. In the
far regime, we have a parametric representation of the X-wind streamlines. For the
case of closed dead-zone fields, we require magnetic pressure balance across the
interface between open stellar fieldsBz and wind fields that are dominated asymp-
totically by the toroidal componentBϕ. With one parameterC, which corresponds
to the dimensionless axial current needed to supportBϕ in the X-wind, curves in
r − θ space for givenψ ’s are generated by (see the derivation in Shuet al., 1995):

r = 2β̄

C
cosh[F(C,1)], (14)

and

θ = sin−1{sech[F(C,ψ)]}, (15)

where

F(C,ψ) ≡ 1

C

∫ ψ

0

β(ψ)dψ

[2J (ψ)− 3− 2Cβ(ψ)]1/2 . (16)

When the field lines of the dead zone are completely open, 6β̄ replaces the factor
2β̄ in Eq. 14, because there are then three times as many field lines in the hollow
core for the toroidal field of the X-wind to confine. In either case, Eq. 14 indicates
thatC → 0 logarithmically whenr →∞; thus, no axial current is carried to infin-
ity, which is a requisite for physically realizable flows if we do not wish protostars
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to become electrically charged on a macroscopic scale. This constraint provides
another reason to prefer wind solutions to breeze solutions.

In the same asymptotic limit, the nondimensional density becomes

ρ → C

βr2 sin2 θ
; (17)

whereas the dimensionless wind velocity in an inertial frame acquires the magnitude

vw → (2J − 3− 2Cβ)1/2 . (18)

The term 2Cβ on the right-hand side represents the usual magnetic-field correction
to the terminal velocity, sinceCβ = −$BϕB · n̂/ρu · n̂ ≡ JB is the ratio of the
Maxwell torque of the field to the mass flux carried by the gas in any direction
n̂. If C → 0 whenr → ∞, the terminal velocity on every streamline achieves
its maximum theoretical value(2J − 3)1/2 at infinity, as previously quoted for the
averaged behavior.

Except for the slowr dependence ofC and the moderateθ dependence of
β(ψ), the velocity field behaves as an angle-dependent radial wind, while the
density has the distribution of a cylindrical jet, withρ ∝ 1/$ 2. Note also that
Bϕ = βρuϕ → −$βρ, since at large$ the wind rotates hardly at all and the
magnetic field wraps azimuthally at a rate governed by the rotation of its footpoint,
combined with the outward sweep of the wind. With Eq. (17), we haveBϕ →
−C(r)/r sinθ , which demonstrates that, within a scaling constant,C is the axial
current carried in the X-wind flow. BecauseC is only a function ofr, the asymptotic
structure of the do- minant magnetic field component has no associatedθ-component
of Lorentz force:

− Bϕ

r sinθ

∂

∂θ
(Bϕ sinθ) = 0, (19)

independent of the exact variation ofC with r. In other words, the solution of the
BE and GSE asymptotically requires a balance of magnetic tension and magnetic
pressure forces in theθ direction. A logarithmically slow collimation of stream-
lines does occur as field lines (and therefore streamlines) are pushed toward the
rotational axis by the magnetic stress balance with the declining magnetic pressure
of the hollow cone. Stated differently, the inner portions of X-winds collimate into
jets because their hollow axial cores cannot expand enough to defocus the flow.

Shang and Shu (1999) developed a semi-analytic interpolation method to recon-
struct the solution of the X-wind for the scales of observational interests, which com-
bines the analytic solutions for the near- and far-regimes. In particular, the treat-
ment includes a self-consistent prescription of the mass loading onto magnetic fields
and the specific angular momentum carried on each streamline that allows smooth
passage through the three critical surfaces (slow-MHD, Alfvén, and fast-MHD)
possessed by “wind solutions.” The results are in acceptable agreement with the nu-
merical solutions of Najita and Shu (1994) in the intermediate sub-Alfvénic regime.
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Figure 4. Position-velocity dia-
grams for [S II]λ6731 emission.
The different figures correspond
to inclination anglesi=90◦ (top),
60◦ (middle), and 30◦ (bottom).
Each contour level forIλ dif-
fers by

√
10 from the adjacent

level. See the caption for Fig. 3
in Shanget al. (1998).

Using such a scheme of mo-
deling, Shanget al. (1998)
constructed synthetic ima-
ges and long-slit spectra of
steady-state X-winds in the
forbidden [S II]λ6716/6731
and [O I]λ6300/6364 lines
withwhich jetsareoftenob-
served. Assuming constant
temperature and ionization
fraction, they adopted non-
LTE five-level atomic mo-
dels for [S II] and [O I]. In
agreement with real astro-
nomical images (except for the knotty appearance), the isophotal contours appear
highly collimated because of the strong cylindrical density stratification produced
by magnetic effects (see Figs. 1 and 2 in Shanget al., 1998). The kinematic infor-
mation that a radially directed space-filling wide-angle wind is actually present can
best be extracted from long-slit spectra taken along the jet axis. The combination
of smooth acceleration and projection of multi-directional velocity vectors along
the line of sight produces a wide line-profile at the base of the flow that spans
large negative to large positive speeds (typically−200 to+100 km/s). This feature
distinguishes X-winds from all pure jet models. Progressing up the jet axis, the line
profile narrows to straddle the projected terminal velocity of a highly collimated
flow (see Fig. 4). A narrow range of terminal velocities here is indicative that the
base of the flow spans a narrow range of disk radii, a feature of X-winds but not
disk winds. These qualitative and quantitative agreements between synthetic and
real images/long-slit spectra reinforce the view that X-winds constitute the best
current theoretical explanation for YSO jets and outflows.

5. Formation of Chondrules and CAIs

We envision the following connection between X-winds and CAIs. Imagine the
accretion flow of gas and dust through a YSO disk. The dust in the disk is self-
shielded from the direct rays of the Sun and is relatively cool. Either through cold
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sticking or through flash melting by flares once they approach the primitive Sun
closely enough, the dust aggregates inside the disk become the precursors of chon-
drules and CAIs. When the accreting material arrives at the stellar magnetopause at
the X-point, a fractionf of the gas is launched from the inner edge of the disk atRX

as an X-wind. A fractionf roughly of the precursor rocks is also lifted with the gas
into the wind by strong gas-grain coupling in the X-region. Pulled out of the shade
of the disk and exposed to full sunlight at a typical distance of 10 to 20 times the
present radius of the Sun, they are heated to high temperatures for days. If heated
to above∼1700 K for such periods of time, only the most refractory material could
survive the flight and re-enter the disk as CAIs.

For petrographical reasons and because of their partial retention of moderate
volatiles, chondrules require much briefer periods of being raised to melting tem-
peratures for their generation and survival. Indeed, the time to completely evaporate
a droplet of silicate melt in a vacuum is

tevap= ρcRc

PV(T )

(
πkT

2m

)1/2

, (20)

wherePV(T ) is the vapor pressure,ρc andRc are the internal density and radius
of the (molten) chondrule,T is the temperature,k is the Boltzmann constant and
m is the mean molecular mass of the gaseous phase of the melt. Shuet al. (1996)
estimated that chondrules can only stay molten for a few hours before they evapo-
rate completely. To try to explain how chondrules can survive longer flights in the
X-wind, they invoked equatorial heating of rotating, fluffy, dustballs to reach local
melting temperatures for only seconds when the mean solar radiation field is too
weak to melt and evaporate chondrules as a whole. This artifice was convincing to
no one, not even ultimately to the authors themselves.

Fortunately, observed YSOs have sources of intense energy release other than
sunlight, and Shuet al.(1997) considered the possibility of briefer heating events in
the more complex context of a fluctuating X-wind model. In particular, flash heating
of primitive rocks by the light (at optical toX-ray wavelengths) or energetic particles
released by impulsive solar flares is a promising mechanism for producing chon-
drules. Deeper in the reconnection ring, where the flare events are more intense,
they may even provide a way to repeatedly evaporate protoCAIs, putting their
solids into a hot gaseous state, and then recondensing them out as solids again from
the vapor. The absence of mass-dependent isotopic fractionations make some CAIs
better explained as gaseous condensates than as evaporative residues, contrary to
the pure radiative heating model of Shuet al. (1996; see also Sect. 6 below). On
the other hand, other type A and B CAIs, which show evidence of mass-dependent,
isotopic mass fractionation in Mg, may have a contribution of evaporative residues
from radiative heating in the X-wind, as in Shuet al. (1996).

After launch in the wind, chondrules will cool below their Curie points, and
their ferromagnetic components will record the ambient magnetic field strength.
According to our fiducial models (Shuet al., 1996; 1997), the impressed magnetic
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fields would have intensities of 0.09–0.3 mT in the fiducial cases, in rough agree-
ment with measured values (Sugiura and Strangway, 1988). Launch in the X-wind
would allow these materials to be thrown out from the inner edge of the disk to
interplanetary distances, where they can be incorporated into the parent bodies of
chondritic meteorites, after having recorded the magnetic field of the primitive Sun.

6. Numerical Examples and Radiative Heating

To illustrate the ideas more quantitatively, consider two fiducial numerical exam-
ples of the main evolutionary stages of low-mass star formation. The first example
represents the early stage when the young star is still deeply embedded inside
its infalling envelope of gas and dust; the second, the later stage when the star
and the disk have been revealed as optical and infrared objects (Shuet al., 1987;
1997). The parameters for the embedded stage areM∗ = 1× 1033 g,R∗ = 2.1×
1011 cm,RX = 4 R∗, andṀw = 3× 1019 g/s. The embedded stage lasts for about
2 × 105 years. The parameters for the revealed stage areM∗ =1.6×1033 g, R∗
=2.1×1011 cm, RX = 5.3 R∗, and Ṁw = 2 × 1018 g/s. The revealed stage lasts
for about 3×106 years.

The above numbers have been chosen to agree approximately with the empirical
results of many observational groups. However, no quantitative Zeeman measure-
ments exist to estimate the magnetic dipole momentsµ∗ of the central stars in
deeply embedded sources. To obtain the value ofRX in these circumstances, we
suppose that although protostars may have stronger dynamos than T Tauri stars,
any increase inµ∗ for them is more than offset by their larger disk accretion rates
ṀD. Thus, we adopt the hypothesis thatRX has a secular trend to increase with
evolutionary time, roughly as the stellar massM∗ itself increases.

In the protosolar radiation field, the surface-averaged radiative-equilibrium tem-
perature of a CAI or chondrule is

T̄eq=
[
F D∗

L∗ exp(−τ∗)
16πσr2

+ E

a

]1/4

, (21)

whereFD∗ is the fraction of the star’s of luminosityL∗ unocculted by the disk with
a hole in it when measured at a distancer, τ∗ is the average optical depth associated
with material along the line of sight to unocculted parts of the stellar photosphere,
E is the diffuse radiation field present in the problem,σ is the Stefan-Boltzmann
constant, anda is the radiation constant. In the above equation, we have ignored
viscous effects near the inner edge of the disk and a small term associated with the
aerodynamic heating of the X-wind (Shuet al., 1996). Inside the disk atRX, τ∗ is
essentially infinite, and the diffuse radiation fieldE = aT 4

X is that of a blackbody
at temperatureTX given by Adamset al. (1987)

TX =
{

L∗
4π2σR2∗

[
sin−1

(
R∗
RX

)
−
(
R∗
RX

)(
1− R2∗

R2
X

)1/2
]}1/4

. (22)
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Thus, inside the disk,̄Teq= TX. Above the disk,E can be approximately estimated
to be half of a blackbody at the temperatureTX, E = aT 4

X/2. When a CAI or
chondrule is lifted out of the disk, the maximum surface-averaged temperature that
it can reach is given by the assumptions,FD∗ = 1 andτ∗ = 0, i. e.,

T̄peak=
[

L∗
16πσR2

X

+ 1

2
T 4

X

]1/4

. (23)

Bodies lofted by the X-wind experience temperatures close to the peak typically for
a few days, while their radial distances from the Sun increase from∼1.0 to∼1.5RX.
WhenRX begins very small, no solid matter can survive this direct sunlight heating.
As RX increases systematically with protostellar evolutionary time, CAIs can sur-
vive the flight; and later, chondrules. The base and peak temperatures,(TX, Tpeak)

for the fiducial embedded and revealed cases are (1200 K, 1800 K) and (800 K,
1300 K), respectively. The first value forTpeak, 1800 K, is high enough to melt most
rocky materials, but the second, 1300 K, is not. The inferred cooling rates along
the trajectories in a direct radiation field are> 3◦/hr in the embedded phase and>
2◦/hr in the revealed phase. We conclude that CAIs can be formed by direct heating
via sunlight during the embedded stages of protostellar evolution; in the revealed
stages, CAI formation will be rarer. Perhaps this distinction explains the difference
between carbonaceous chondrites, which possess plentiful CAIs, with most being
large; and ordinary chondrites, possessing few CAIs, with any present being small.

In contrast, the formation of chondrules must occur by more transient flare-
heating events. Moreover, for such flare-heated objects to survive later exposure to
full sunlight, launch in the X-wind must either occur during the revealed stage of
YSO evolution, or during a fluctuation whenRX has a substantially larger value
than the average adopted for our fiducial embedded-stage example.

Shuet al. (1997) gave some examples of fluctuating X-wind models that could
satisfy the meteoritic constraints. The embedded phase in their examples have base
temperatures in the range 750 K< TX<1600 K, the revealed phase in the range 500 K
< TX <1100 K. The peak temperature fluctuates between 1300 K and 2200 K in the
embedded phase, and between 950 K and1600 K in the revealed phase. Therefore, in
the low magnetic and average states,TX is high enough to drive out most of the FeS,
Na, and K originally contained in the chondrule precursors. When launched, the
rocks remain near peak temperatures for days. During this time, extensive evapora-
tion occurs, leaving a residue that becomes molten or partially molten CAIs. On the
other hand, in the high states of the revealed phase,TX=500 K is low enough to retain
volatiles in the chondrule precursors; during flight the peak temperature reached is
insufficient to completely melt the magnesium-iron silicates, and the rocks can parti-
ally retain Na and K. The production of chondrules during high magnetic states may
be mixed with the production of CAIs in low magnetic states in alternate decades.

These examples are illustrative only, and it could be that future developments
will show that we have over-estimated the base temperatures in the X-region by
ignoring the albedo of chondules and CAIs. A nonzero albedo will reflect some of
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the light shining on the solids rather than allowing it all to be absorbed. There may
be other radiative-transfer effects that we’ve neglected in our estimates forTX and
Tpeakthat would make quibbles about a few hundred K, up or down (which are im-
portant for many geochemical considerations), meaningless. The more important
issue may be the timescales of the heating events that give rise to chondrules.

7. Flash Heating and Size Sorting

Observations ofX-ray flares in YSOs show very fast rise times, followed by a slower
decay of tens of minutes to a few hours. Heating by optical orX-ray photons
released by large flares in the helmet streamer can double or triple the base tem-
peraturesTX because of the favorable illumination geometry (see Fig. 3). Heating
by solar energetic particles accelerated by flares in the helmet streamer or reconnec-
tion ring may be even more efficient because the magnetic field lines of these con-
figurations always focus a fraction of the charged particles down to the footpoints
near the X-region where protoCAIs and protochondrules are to be found.

The process by which X-winds will automatically size-sort the material that
re-enters the disk is straightforward. The result depends mainly on the numerical
value of a dimensionless coupling constant associated with gas-solid drag:

α ≡ 3CDṀw

16π(GM∗RX)
1/2ρcRc

, (24)

whereCD is a drag coefficient of unity, andρc andRc are again the density and radius
of the spherical body of rock. Large bodies with small values ofα are poorly coupled
to the X-wind and crash back into the disk not far from the launch point, where they
are eventually swept into the Sun by the general accretion flow. Small rocks with
large values ofα are well coupled to the gas flow and carried by the X-wind to inter-
stellar space. Only a narrow range of moderately sized rocks, withα in the range
of 0.2–0.3 for the median streamline, are coupled sufficiently to the X-wind that they
can be thrown to interplanetary but not infinite distances on an inclined elliptic orbit
that reintersects the disk. These become the chondrules and CAIs of chondritic me-
teorites. Small fragments can smash into the surface of a gently flared disk at hyper-
bolic speeds and be stopped there, and they may become the igneous materials that
comprise a part of the matrix of all chondritic meteorites. Even CI chondrites, which
lack large CAIs or chondrules, are not comprised entirely of pristine presolar grains.

For the valueα ≈ 0.25, where the median streamline of the model of Shang and
Shu (1999) sprays particles to the asteroid belt, the particle diameters are 3.0 and
0.14 mm for the high magnetic states, and 4.9 and 0.22 mm for the low magnetic
states of the embedded and revealed phases, respectively. These sizes compare well
with the chondrules and CAIs found in chondrites. Accounting for launch from
different streamlines and for fluctuations within magnetic cycles will probably not
add to the dispersion in sizes at any given radius in the disk by more than a factor of
about 2 on both sides of the median value. Rapid and local incorporation into plan-
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Figure 5. A 3-D visualization of trajectories of gas
and dust in an X-wind.Top: 3-D view of trajectories
of gas (dotted lines) launched in an X-wind from the
inner edge of an accretion disk. The gas streamlines
eventually collimate into a jet oriented perpendicu-
larly to the disk, whose plane is indicated by the tilted
big circle of radius 60RX, which is about the size
of the Earth’s orbit about the sun.Bottom:Close-up
view of trajectories of rocks (solid black lines) car-
ried out of the disk by the X-wind. Two black lines
are drawn for each trajectory: the upper one depicts
the actual three-dimensional motion; the lower one
shows the shadow cast by the trajectory if it were
illuminated from above. The vertical separation be-
tween the trajectory and its shadow is the height of
the rock above the midplane of the thin disk. Large
rocks (shortest curved trajectory,α ≈ 0.1 − 0.23)
crash back into the disk before getting very far from
the launch point. Small rocks (longest and straightest
trajectory,α ≈ 1) are well coupled to the gas and are
carried to interstellar space by the X-wind.

etesimals of CAIs and chondrules produced during any epoch will then preserve the
narrow re-entry size-distribution. Since the spray of CAIs and chondrules occurs
at all radii in the solar nebula, the X-wind theory predicts that such igneous rocks
should be found, not only in undifferentiated (parts of) asteroids, but also in comets.
We eagerly await the results from proposed comet-sample return missions.

8. Protosolar Cosmic Rays and Extinct Radioactivities

The X-wind environment also possesses the potential of producing some of the ex-
tinct radionuclides inferred for meteorites through the bombardment of proto-CAIs
and -chondrules by solar cosmic rays (Leeet al., 1998). In particular, irradiation
within the solar system to produce the shortest-lived radioactivities, such as41Ca,
26Al, and 53Mn, may resolve the difficulties faced by attempts to make these iso-
topes by external stellar seeding just before the protosolar cloud collapsed. Galactic
nucleosynthesis can maintain steady-state levels of the longer-lived species,107Pd,
129I, 244Pu, and146Sm at or above the meteoritic levels (Clayton and Jin, 1995).

In addition to the problem of overall energetics involved with irradiating rocks at
the distance of the asteroid belt, the usual approach to this problem encounters a
severe difficulty because it is based (e. g., Vanhala and Goswami, 2000) on satellite
observations of solar energetic particles accelerated in gradual flares: The total
fluence of their dominant particles, protons and alphas, sufficient to synthesize
meteoritic levels of41Ca and53Mn falls short by a factor of 20 to produce enough
26Al. Hence, a novel reaction pathway is needed to resolve this discrepancy.

Leeet al. (1998) found a resolution of the difficulty within the context of the
fluctuating X-wind model. On the modern Sun, gradual flares (CMEs) dominate the
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TABLE I

Production in X-wind Local Irradiation Model.

NR/NS
3He p andα Major Reaction

26Al/27Al 5×10−5 – 24Mg(3He,p)26Al

– 2.5×10−6 27Al(p,pn)26Al, etc.
41Ca/40Ca 2.6×10−6 – 40Ca(3He,2p)41Ca

– 1.5×10−8 42Ca(p,pn)41Ca
53Mn/55Mn – 3.0×10−5 56Fe(p,α/2p2n)53Mn

138La∗/139La – 6.6×10−6 138Ba(p,n)138La
50V∗/51V 7.4×10−6 7.5×10−6 48Ti(3He/α,p/pn)50V

solar output of cosmic rays that reach interplanetary space because these CMEs oc-
cur high in the solar corona on open field lines. Collisionless shockwaves associated
with the CMEs efficiently accelerate protons and alphas, but not electrons. Impulsive
flares occurring by reconnection events on closed field lines lower in the solar
corona appear roughly 10 times more frequently than gradual flares, and they give
more spectacular light displays because their accelerated particles are rich in elec-
trons. Even more important for our discussion in this section, the energetic particle
spectrum of impulsive flares is also rich in3He ions, probably as a result of accel-
eration by wave-particle resonances exceptionally favorable to3He nuclei because
of its unique charge-to-mass ratio (which gives it a gyrofrequency intermediate to
that of protons and alphas; Temerin and Roth, 1992; Roth and Temerin, 1997).

If YSOs behave as does the modern Sun, then impulsive flares arising from the re-
connection ring are a prolific source of3He cosmic rays. At energies of 1 MeV/amu
or larger, the most favorable for nuclear reactions, they may have numbers in excess
of alphas and comparable to protons. The exothermic reaction24Mg(3He,p)26Al can
then yield the canonical abundance26Al/ 27Al of 5×10−5 for reasonable conversion
factors of hardX-rays observed from protostars, which arise by bremmstrahlung
from energetic electrons, to the associated energetic ions. Moreover, the protons
and alphas that go along with the3He needed to make26Al correctly produce the
observed meteoritic levels of41Ca and53Mn. Unfortunately, if40Ca(3He,2p)41Ca
is added in the reaction,41Ca is overproduced by a factor of∼200 (see Tab. I).

There may be a way out of this difficulty. To explain the correct production of
26Al by 3He bombardment of24Mg in the first place, it is necessary to postulate
that protoCAIs possess cosmic levels of24Mg relative to27Al. This postulate is
sensible in the context of the fluctuating X-wind picture only if repeated flare
events evaporate and redeposit thick mantles of magnesium-rich minerals on top
of calcium-aluminum-rich cores. The24Mg-rich mantle would make an accessible
target for the3He synthesis of26Al, but they would stop the same MeV3He parti-
cles before they could penetrate to the40Ca-rich core to make41Ca. Upon launch
in the X-wind, the heated26Al would diffuse into the refractory core, whereas the
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magnesium (and iron) rich mantle would evaporate away (just as chondrules do),
leaving only the relatively thin rims that are found surrounding most CAIs today.

This proposal, as it was originally made by Shuet al. (1997) and Leeet al.
(1998), sounds fairly ad hoc. Nevertheless, Krotet al. (1999) have since found
in CH meteorites examples of CAIs coated by exactly the type of thick chondrule
mantles that would make the proposal work. Moreover, such CAIs contain no mea-
surable levels of extinct26Al (McKeegan, pers. commun.), which is expected if
they were launched at a sufficiently large distance from the young Sun that their
chondrule-like mantles did not evaporate. Additional support comes from an earlier
observation of CAIs with thick chondrule-like mantle made first by Bischoff and
Keil (1984) in H3 ordinary chondrite Sharps. The magnesium isotopic composition
of hibonite in the CAI also showed no26Mg excess (Srinivasan and Bischoff, 1998).

In these two cases, they were probably launched (with a probability off∼1/3)
without ever entering the reconnection ring, and therefore without ever being irradi-
ated by a large fluence of3He cosmic rays. These26Al-free CAIs would then share
a feature in common with FUN and UN CAIs, which Leeet al.(1998) also conjec-
tured were launched by the X-wind without ever having entered the reconnection
ring. Whether one accepts these explanations or not, the observations of Bischoff
and Keil (1984), Misawa and Fujita (1994), Srinivasan and Bischoff (1998), Krot
et al. (1999), Maruyamaet al. (1999), and Russell and Kearsley (1999) strongly
suggest that CAIs and chondrules have a common place of origin. This site, we
claim, is in the energetic environment close to the source of the X-winds.
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